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Introduction

There are few if any studies of how users interact
with a general cultural heritage image database. This
study examined user interaction with the ARTstor
image database through an analysis of its search
log. A better understanding of how users interact
with a system like ARTstor can lead to innovations in
cataloging and online tool design.

Research Questions

1. What types of terms do users employ?
2. Do these terms vary by institution type?
3. Do search patterns change over time?

Methods

Results

Discussion

When comparing these results with studies of other
search environments, the results suggest that users
employ different search strategies in ARTstor and that
these strategies change over time.

Q1: What types of terms do users employ?
Over all the samples, searchers predominantly relied upon unique terms.
Art history terms were also the
majority of search terms used.
The four most frequently used
types of search terms (art historical
information, people, locations,
and objects) mirror the types
of cataloging information often
applied to images. However,
search logs are evidence only of
searches actually entered and do
not necessarily correspond with
searches users would like to try.
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Q2. Do searches vary by the users’ institution type?

Raters

Three professionals from the cultural heritage
cataloging profession were selected to independently
rated queries.
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• Suggestive searches

Further research:

Because little about the users’ desires or interactions
with the system can be determined from the search
log, there are still many unanswered questions about
the motivations, frustrations, and strategies of users

Samples:

Three sets of classifications were used. EnserMcGregor classifications measured specificity and
complexity, Jörgensen attributes measured content
type, art historical term type provided granularity.

• Artist name browsing

• Controlled vocabulary

ARTstor search queries from 2004 to 2009
anonymized and checked for errors by an
independent group of researchers.

Classifications

Practical implications include:

• Linked records

Data:

12 random sets were selected according to date and
institution type. For the sample size, the error rate is
5% and the confidence value is 95%.

Even with the limited data, it is clear that search log
analysis can offer insights into the way users search.
Museums, libraries, and image collections should
develop and implement plans for what types of
information to collect and how to study it.

Art schools

• Predominantly use art
historical terms
• Overwhelming use of
artist names
• Most searches are
unique

K-12 schools

• Lower use of art
historical terms than
other institutions
• Higher rate of people

Museums

• High use art historical
terms
• High use of unique
searches

Universities

• Similar to museums
• Slightly higher use of
location information
than museums

• Client side transaction tracking that shows a more
complete record of how users interact with a system.
• Talk aloud studies that allow users to explain their
motivations and reasons for behavioral decisions.
• Information need studies that will allow a better
understanding of why users are seeking images
• More transaction log studies from image collecting
institutions

• Higher rate of
locations

Q3. Do searches change over time?
The most striking differences occurred in the data compared over the five year period. Compared to 2005, searches
sampled from 2007 tended to be longer and more specific. Words per query grew from 2.0 to 2.4 while unique with refiners
searches went from comprising 17% of queries to comprising 26% of queries in 2007.
Between 2007 and 2009, however,
this trend reversed. Query length
shrank to 1.3 words per query
on average. The complexity of
searches also decreased the rate of
nonunique queries rose from 13%
in 2007 to 35% in 2009. This shows
that users may be moving from a
strategy of specificity to a strategy
of casting a larger net and then
browsing images returned.
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